Mobile 1000™
High Density
Storage for the
Education Sector

Mobile 1000 — Intelligent Use of Space
Save up to 50% of your valuable real estate.
With student populations on the rise and budgets shrinking, educational
institutions are being challenged to store more in less space. At Mayline®
we understand the growing needs of the education sector and go beyond
simple file storage. We offer a wide range of solutions to meet your specific
storage needs; plus complementary space planning, design, and project
management services to help get the most out of your investment.
Mobile 1000™ ensures your physical storage is performing at peak efficiency
- while conserving space and allowing room for future expansion.
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Mobile 1000
Throughout your facility.
1. Lab, Research & Science.

Efficient storage for lab equipment such
as instruments, pre-packaged lab kits,
beakers, flasks, slides, petri dishes as well
as safety supplies and gear.

2. Administration.

Well-organized storage is critical for
academic records that include student
applications and financial aid forms, as
well as binders, boxes, papers and archival
storage.

SECURE STORAGE

3. Libraries.

Improved organization and control
of what is stored, from textbooks to
multimedia to special collections, and
everything in between.

4. Bulk Storage.

Intelligent use of space for a broad array of
supplies, materials, boxes and equipment
storage of all kinds.

5. Athletic Equipment Storage.
MULTI MEDIA STORAGE

Flexible storage to handle sports and
athletics-related gear and uniforms within
the same system.

adaptable

Our durable storage solutions adapt as your
storage needs evolve and allows for future
expansion and reconfiguration.

space-saving

Save up to 50-75% of your valuable
floor space while conserving space and
maximizing use of every square inch of your
institution.

efficient

An efficient and accessible physical storage
system will help optimize valuable classroom
space for teaching and other learning
activities.

secure

Lockable storage options for safety and
security.

organized

Reduce administrative costs and
inefficiencies, while staying organized and in
control of what, where and how things are
stored.

6. And More...

From musical instruments to janitorial
supplies - the right storage system saves
you space, time, and money.

ATHLETICS STORAGE

619 N COMMERCE STREET
PO BOX 728
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53082-0728

www.mayline.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE
800-822-8037
920-457-7388 (FAX)
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